THE HAVANA BIENNIAL 2019
Well-known as one of the most outstanding and
important art events in Latin America, the Caribbean, and
the world, has provided visibility not only to the Cuban
contemporary thought and art practices, but to those of
the Global South and other regions. Since it was first
launched in1984, the Biennial has been as platform in favor
of justice and equality; has encouraged and supported
socio-cultural projects and theoretical reflection; has
fostered he transforming role of visual arts in a polarized, culturally segregated world dominated by the
supremacy of the market. The Biennial aims at continuing the projections of its founding principles
taking into account the situation and conditions prevailing in a world of intensified nuclear, militarist
aggressive threats, xenophobia, racism, forced migrations, fascist trends, violence against anyone
different, ethnic cultural conflicts, inequality, terrorism, systematic use of lies and an environmental
crisis which endangers the mere existence of the human species.
Such crisis affects everyone, but it particularly affects Caribbean island states. The cult to
consumption and an irresponsible waste of natural resources calls us to mobilize all sectors of the
population to preserve the balance between society-culture-nature. Science has understood the
need to systematically address this issue in a multidisciplinary manner and Art is not foreign to this.
With the persistence of military, economic, political and cultural hegemonies new models of life are
structured aimed at designing new emancipation projects and at dignifying the life of human beings in
the midst of so many contradictions: namely reclaiming community life; the struggle for
preserving memory; the validation of other knowledge and systems of knowledge; the search
for greater correspondences between the creation of life and its practices; or the establishment
of points of convergence, nodes and networks to, in turn, create spaces for future models of
understanding and solidarity among human beings.
The13thBiennialof Havana, to be held on April 12 to May 12, 2019, aims at encouraging interaction
between creators, curators, experts and institutions in a wide range of works that would contribute to
alternatives for sustainability without disregarding the propositional nature every art work or project
contains in itself Art would point to new collective reasoning that would provide, departing from a
confrontation between various creative and circulation models, a greater approach and exchange
between audiences, places, and levels of experience. These practices, though focused on the
present, would hint notions of the future which, at least at the poetic or symbolic levels would
address some of the needs for social transformation.
Could the artistic imply a new social dimension and become a model for the encounter with new
structures of sustainability? How inspiring can emerging practices of survival, emancipation and social
development be and how can they generate new artistic narratives and methodologies? What types
of relationships can be established between curators, artists, projects, groups, and emerging practices,
national and international institutions or even between various circulating art schemes?
The 13th Havana Biennial would be a space for those artistic typologies understanding creation as a
living event or undergoing experience; strategies would result in multiple convergences or would
promote the existence of exchange networks beyond the aesthetic autonomy and the traditional
notion of authorship, with a transforming nature acknowledging diversity at the same time. It would
likewise encourage and promote the creation of new and symbolic social relations generated by
several manners of interaction with art including the idea of a transversally and multidisciplinary
culture.

This coming Biennial aims at creating networks to establish new ways of coexistence and respect.
International Biennales so far almost alien from one another, would meet here in a close
harmonizing dialogue; artists, artists-managers will become one, the possible unit; development
projects and initiatives will contribute to local community interests. Emerging curators and mediators
will join the more experienced to set the difference from established circulation mechanisms
common in Biennales.
Therefore, Art would play its permanent transforming role and would accordingly maintain the
energy necessary to contribute to human wellbeing in the midst of any situation. Havana will once
again have its most important art event and opens, from now, a platform for exchange and analysis
of the ideas that will shape the Biennial.
Price per person in USD
The Price includes:
▪ 5 nights of accommodations, breakfast included
▪ Private transfer in and out from International airport to selected hotel
▪ Accreditation with full access to all the event activities, including the welcome dinner
▪ Full assistance during the stay in Cuba

HOTEL

CATEG

Meal
Plan

Single room

Double
room

Private home in Old
Havana

-

CP

812.00

658.00

--

Plaza

4*

CP

1082.00

912.00

17.00

Florida-- Ambos
Mundos – San
Miguel -- Raquel –
Comendador.

4*

CP

1,697.00

1197.00

27.00

Inglaterra

4*

CP

1,843.00

1,382.00

23.00

Santa Isabel –
Palacio San Felipe y
Santiago de Bejucal

5*

CP

2,112.00

1,574.00

41.00

Parque Central

5*

CP

1,997.00

1,651.00

38.00

Vedado-St.John

3*

CP

843.00

728.00

19.00

Habana Libre

4*

CP

1,497.00

1112.00

30.00

Riviera

4*

CP

1,497.00

1151.00

30.00

Capri

4*

CP

1,705.00

1,236.00

32.00

Nacional

5*

CP

1,689.00

1,305.00

37.00

Meliá Cohíba

5*

CP

1,882.00

1,343.00

30.00

Dinner

